NTRAK, the System That Brought Model
Railroading out of the Basement and Attic!

TRAK
● A Modular Layout System
Promoting Model Railroading
● N Scale Clubs in Six Countries
● Local N Scale Meetings
● N Scale Conventions
● A Bi-Monthly Newsletter
● Helpful Books and Manuals
● Learning "How-to"

Ease of Building Modules
The building of a module isn’t difficult. The
many different phases make module building
interesting. Getting a module ready for a scheduled meet will do wonders for a builders speed
and concentration!

Another advantage is that the module can be
turned on its side or upside down, making
working on it much easier, the light better, and
with no hot solder dropping on the worker. The
module can be taken outside or to where the
rest of the family is.

The NTRAK Module Manual gives the full
standards for building our modules from readily
available lumber and plywood. The NTRAK
Module 'How-to' Book is a spiral bound 150
page guide to designing and building modules.
Many drawings and photos of award winning
modules as well as easy to follow instructions
and suggestions.
There are optional track locations for the
Mountain Division track at the rear of the
module, narrow gauge tracks, overhead electric lines, an additional track at the front of the
module and a set-up track behind the sky
board.

Up to 6" may be added to the rear and/or front
of the modules. Several designs for outside and
inside corners are shown as well as the Junction Module, which makes multi loop layouts
possible. Plans for different types of yards are
shown and explained.

NTRAK is Total Enjoyment of
Model Railroading

By Jim FitzGerald
What are NTRAK Modules?
The NTRAK Modules were designed
to bring model railroading to the public at
conventions, exhibits, and shopping malls.
The modular layouts have the flexibility
to be fitted into many different size and
shape areas. They offer close up viewing
and maximum train action. Long trains
passing each other are always attention
getters and are a feature of the NTRAK
layouts.
Since 1974, hundreds of modules have
been built to NTRAK Standards. Any
module in the original layout would fit in
a present layout.
While designed for large public display
layouts, the NTRAK modules are being
used for home layouts and for club layouts
as well. For the modeler, the NTRAK
modules offer a number of advantages

over a fixed layout. We are such a mobile
society and the modules make it very easy
to move a layout from one home to the
next without destroying all the work that
went into it. Our smaller homes, apartments, and mobile homes all lend themselves to N scale layouts. Persons who
want to run longer trains have the opportunity to take a module to one of the many
NTRAK meets during the year. There
they can be part of a large layout and meet
other N scale modelers.

www.ntrak.org

These and other books on N scale modeling
may be ordered through our web site.

www.ntrak.org

